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Complete Ecosystem
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KABOSU aims to become a globalized decentralized alternative 
for holders in the light of an ever-expanding market.

Starting with the release of Kabosu on May 10th, and continuing 
with the release of INU on -

The ecosystem will be deployed through a multi-stepped plan 
(detailed later in this document) 

starting with a Decentralized Exchange (CEX/AMM) coming in the 
next month, accompanied by the release

of the global token INU.

The Ecosystem will entail a DEX, a wallet, an NFT MarketPlace, a 
token bridge, a staking

protocol, a pet adoption platform tied to charitable work, and 
finally, our own Centralized Exchange, all tied to the token 

KABOSU.

KABOSU aims to become a globalized decentralized 
alternative for holders in the light of an ever-expanding 

market.

Starting with the release of Kabosu on May 10th, and
continuing with the release of INU in the near future.

The ecosystem will be deployed through a multi-stepped 
plan (detailed later in this document). 

Beginning with a Decentralized Exchange (CEX/AMM) 
coming in the next month, accompanied by the release of 

the global token INU.

The Ecosystem will entail a DEX, a wallet, an NFT 
Marketplace, a token bridge, a staking protocol, a pet 

adoption platform tied to charitable work, and finally, our 
own Centralized Exchange, all tied to the token KABOSU.



Our
Use

As we progress on the 
ecosystem’s growth…
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As announced with the release of Kabosu, charity is a 

big part of the project. We maintain the NFT auctions 

that will donate 50% of the profits to charity, as well 

as an open-sourced voluntary charity wallet, focusing 

on animal shelters.

Our Partners:

Charity
The World’s 1st Dog Themed Token That 

Rewards You, Whilst Giving Dogs a Home
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Token type: 
Deflationary.

Tokenomics

aSTotal Supply:
1 Quadrillion

Total Transaction 
fee: 10%

Transaction fee detail:
- 5% of all transactions 
redistributed to all holders 
of Kabosu
- 5% of all transactions 
redistributed to liquidity

Presale supply: 53%

Presale hard cap 250 BNB



Launching 
Soon…
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Our Roadmap

Releases:
Kabosu (May 10th)

Listings:
- Kabosu on CoinMarketCap
- Kabosu on CoinGecko
- Kabosu on Centralized Exchange

Marketing:
- 1st round of Marketing Push 
(Various ads, social media 
presence, and more
- Influencer promotional material 
(Youtube, TikTok, and more)

Operations:
- Voluntary donation to 
community chosen charities
- Debuting development of 
internal Decentralized Exchange
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Releases:
-Staking Mechanism 

Listings:
- Additional Centralized Exchanges 
for Kabosu

Marketing:
- 2nd round of Marketing Push 
(Various ads, social media 
presence, and more
- Influencer promotional material 
(Youtube, TikTok, and more)

Operations:
-Voluntary donation to community 
chosen charities
-Update on Decentralized 
Exchange development + 
potential Beta release
-Ecosystem update 1
-Debuting development of INU 
Wallet
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Releases:
-Decentralized Exchange

Listings:
- Additional Centralized Exchanges 
for Kabosu

Marketing:
- 3rd round of Marketing Push 
(Various ads, Reddit, social media, 
and more)
- More Influencer promotional 
material
- Partnership Establishment

Operations:
-Voluntary donation to community 
chosen charities
-Debuting development of Staking 
Mechanism
-Ecosystem update 2
-Debuting development of INU 
Wallet
-Debuting development of 
ecosystem integral Token Bridge
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Releases:
- INU ECOSYSTEM
- Wallet
- Token Bridge

Listings:
- Additional Centralized Exchanges 
for Kabosu

Marketing:
- 4th round of Marketing Push 
(Various ads, Reddit, social media, 
and more)
- More Influencer promotional 
material
- Partnership Establishment

Operations:
- Voluntary donation to community 
chosen charities
- Debuting development of NFT 
Marketplace
- Ecosystem update 3
- Decentralized Exchange Update 1
- Ecosystem integral Centralized 
Exchange development planning
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Releases:
- Ecosystem integral 
Token INU
- NFT Marketplace
- TIER 1 Centralized 
Exchange application

Listings:
- Additional Centralized Exchanges 
for Kabosu

Marketing:
- 5th round of Marketing Push 
(Various ads, Reddit, social media, 
and more)
- More Influencer promotional 
material
- Partnership Establishment

Operations:
- Voluntary donation to community 
chosen charities
- NFT sales-related charity 
donations
- Debuting development of 
Centralized Exchange
- Centralized Exchange legal 
aspect handling
- Ecosystem update 4
- Decentralized Exchange Update 2
- Ecosystem integral Centralized 
Exchange development planning



Connect With Us



Thank you!
For being part of the best community

www.kabosutoken.io


